Cudo is a distributed computing platform where suppliers of hardware monetise the idle time of their hardware, providing:

- Blockchain-as-a-service (BaaS)
- Scalable off-chain compute services
- Secure off-chain transactions
- High availability and low-latency cloud computing
- Scalable hardware encryption for mining farms
- Blockchain and cloud services on a global scale
- Enterprise and consumer payment services
- Orchestration of on-chain and off-chain solutions
- Fragments of Intel, IBM, and AMD

**Features**

- Composable blockchains for developers, further secured by AMD's SEV
- Latent computing demand available worldwide
- Smart settlement for on-chain + off-chain

**Value proposition**

- Fully off-chain, distributed computing platform, no central exchange, no cold storage required, monetise your hardware, providing:
- Cloud services at a fraction of the cost and with extended personalisation and functionality
- Multiple blockchain solutions
- Multiple blockchain networks
- Multiple blockchain protocols
- Multiple blockchain nodes

**Ecosystem**

- AMD
- HLF
- Cudo Data Centre
- Cudo Network
- Cudo Developers
- Cudo Validators

**Roadmap and Key Milestones**

- Q1 2019 - 100% Monetization
- Q2 2019 - Developer BC
- Q2 2019 - Partners Launch
- Q3 2019 - Management Platform
- Q4 2019 - AMD
- Q1 2020 - Cudo Network
- Q2 2020 - Ecosystem
- Q3 2020 - Compute Buyers
- Q4 2020 - Oracle Contract
- Q1 2021 - Compute Validation + Testnet
- Q2 2021 - Marketplace
- Q3 2021 - Market Network

**Token model**

- Token: CUDOS
- Token Type: ERC-20
- Token utility:
  - Staking to become a CUDOS Validator Node (CVN) and get rewards
  - Use as a global payment service

**Meet the leadership team**

- Matt Hawkins - CEO & Founder
- Andrew Sturmey - Chief Technical Officer
- Sean Li - Lead Developer
- Pete Hill - Blockchain Developer
- Malcolm Tuck - Former President and CEO of Sony Entertainment Europe
- Chris Deering - Former President and CEO of Sony Entertainment Europe
- Jorg Roskowetz - Chief Financial Officer
- Nuno Pereira - Chief Revenue Officer

**What is CUDO?**

Cudo is a distributed computing platform where suppliers of hardware monetise the idle time of their hardware, providing:

- Blockchain-as-a-service (BaaS)
- Scalable off-chain compute services
- Secure off-chain transactions
- High availability and low-latency cloud computing
- Scalable hardware encryption for mining farms
- Blockchain and cloud services on a global scale
- Enterprise and consumer payment services
- Orchestration of on-chain and off-chain solutions
- Fragments of Intel, IBM, and AMD

**Token distribution**

- Ticker: CUDOS
- Supply: 1,000,000,000 CUDOS
- Price: $X
- Market Cap: $Y
- Circulating Supply: 100,000
- Total Supply: 1,000,000
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